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Maclaine stars in "Winterbourne"
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The plot revolves around an
identity mix-up. The farce
begins when pregnant Connie
meets Hugh and Patricia
Winterbourne on a train. Hugh
and his wife, Patricia (Susan
Haskell), lend Connie a hand.
After a train wreck, Hugh and his
wife are killed. Connie lives, but
everyone thinks she is Patricia.

Connie tries to right the
wrong, but nobody really pays
attention. Connie is pregnant
and single. She learns that if she
was Patricia, she could move into
a beautiful mansion with her
newborn and live it up as Mrs.
Winterbourne.

The film is very amazing.
Grace is an independent, crazy
woman who is controlling, but
very sweet. She gives Connie
whatever Connie wants. Connie
is the daughter that Grace never
had. Connie muzes to Bill,
Hugh's twin and Grace's son,
"It's good to see a man still afraid

by Sarah Mekhiorre
Collegian Staff entertaining. of his mommy." Overall, Mrs. Winterbourne is

Do you need somthing to take
your mind off finals or
graduation? Mrs. Winterbourne
is a great escape that is funny and

Shirley MacLaine (Grace
Winterbourne). Ricki Lake
(Connie) and Brendan Fraser
(Hugh/Bill) are the leads in this
charming flick.

Lake plays Connie cute and funny. Everybody gets
wonderfully. It's great to see what they deserve and happiness
Lake in arole that uses her acting lies in the truth and in yourself.
talent after watching her on her
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Co&gime Staff
might take this for granted, but
please appreciate it because some
students don't ever have a vast
open area of nature available to
relieve the everyday stress of
class.

years ago
Behrend has potential to be a

hell of a social school. We do
have a goodacademic curriculum
and we have had the addition of
the library and the Academic
building, but we need some
social life here!!
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I have a few questions
concerning the community at
Behrend. First off, why hasn't
there been any housing for
fraternities and sororities on
campus? This bothers me
because the college recognizes
each Greek chapter but doesn't
really support them in terms of
housing. The campus turns it's
cheek when it comes to activities
for Greeks - I don't understand.

Mother question that I have

As far as I've heard, Behrend
owns the land on both sides of
Jordanroad all the way back to I-
-90. This to me, seems to be a
lost opportunity, that no one has
capitalized on this property.

This is my last article and if
you think that I've complained
too much, too bad; join the paper
so that you can complain too.
I've got to admit though, Behrend
was a pretty hip place last Friday
in the apartment quadwhen bands
played all night. People actually
partied and it was okay to do it.
Behrend has plenty of potential,
please let someone kick someone
and do something about it.

I don'twant to be one to spread
false rumors, and keep in mind
that it is just a rumor, that
Behrend will be as big as State
(College in ten years. Well I
'heard this last year, and I was
disappointed to hear that someone
had heard the same rumor five

raised in the two and a half years
that I've attended this campus is
why aren't there restaurants,
coffee shops, all night study
lounges, etc.? This campus has a
little under 3000 in enrollment
(some commuters) but there is a
blatant demand for these luxuries
that we've been denied. I don't
see how anyone could agree that
these demands have been met in
the community of Wesleyville
either. . . .sure, Jimmy Z's and a
plethora of fast food joints are
available, but they are two and
three miles off campus.

I've come to the conclusion
that Behrend basically doesn't
care about its students in terms of
a social environment. You need
a car to access any of these things
and if you don't have one or can't
bum aride off someone else, then
you are screwed.

Another problem with this
campus is that the parking is
horrible. Faculty and staff have
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plenty of spaces available, yet
students must park a distance
away from their residence halls.
In addition, Police and Safety
breathes down your neck every
time you're illegallyparked.

One major advantage that
Behrend does have is the Gorge

Entertainment


